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The instant #1 New York Times bestseller--now a major motion picture starring Amandla Stenberg as Maddy and Nick Robinson as Olly. Risk everything . . . for love. What if you couldn't touch anything in the
outside world? Never breathe in the fresh air, feel the sun warm your face . . . or kiss the boy next door? In Everything, Everything, Maddy is a girl who's literally allergic to the outside world, and Olly is the
boy who moves in next door . . . and becomes the greatest risk she's ever taken. My disease is as rare as it is famous. Basically, I'm allergic to the world. I don't leave my house, have not left my house in
seventeen years. The only people I ever see are my mom and my nurse, Carla. But then one day, a moving truck arrives next door. I look out my window, and I see him. He's tall, lean and wearing all
black--black T-shirt, black jeans, black sneakers, and a black knit cap that covers his hair completely. He catches me looking and stares at me. I stare right back. His name is Olly. Maybe we can't predict the
future, but we can predict some things. For example, I am certainly going to fall in love with Olly. It's almost certainly going to be a disaster. Everything, Everything will make you laugh, cry, and feel everything
in between. It's an innovative, inspiring, and heartbreakingly romantic debut novel that unfolds via vignettes, diary entries, illustrations, and more. The movie is available on digital now!
everythingeverythingfilm on Instagram @everythingfilm on Twitter @everythingeverythingmovie on Facebook everythingeverythingmovie.com And don't miss Nicola Yoon's The Sun Is Also A Star, the #1
New York Times bestseller in which two teens are brought together just when it seems like the universe is sending them in opposite directions.
Back home in Chicago, Paul Hiroshima had it all. Popularity, charming looks and a talent for the arts that made him admired by his peers. Moving to Portland, Maine the summer before his senior year was
going to change all that. With his city life behind him, there was definitely no reason to make the best out of a bad situation—that is, until he meets the amazing Felicia Abelard. Over a love of comic books and
secret identities, Felicia becomes the sidekick to his hero; there's just one problem: they weren't supposed to fall in love. As the season comes to an end, Paul and Felicia face in-depth challenges to preserve
their summer formed bond. With the brink of the new school year at hand, this tale of best friends and first loves will make this year unforgettable. ***Readers who enjoyed Everything, Everything and The Sun
is also a Star by Nicola Yoon will fangirl over this YA diverse contemporary romance about first loves and understanding!***
This stunning boxed set makes a perfect gift and includes Nicola Yoon's #1 New York Times bestsellers, Everything, Everything and The Sun Is Also a Star, both of which are now major motion pictures!
Maddy and Olly. Natasha and Daniel. Two captivating love stories from Nicola Yoon are paired for the first time in this collectible boxed set, which includes hardcover editions of Everything, Everything, a #1
New York Times bestseller, and The Sun Is Also a Star, a #1 New York Times bestseller and National Book Award Finalist, in a custom-designed case. In Everything, Everything, Maddy is a girl who's literally
allergic to the outside world, and Olly is the boy who moves in next door . . . and becomes the greatest risk she's ever taken. In The Sun Is Also a Star, Natasha and Daniel are brought together just when it
seems like the universe is sending them in opposite directions. Falling in love doesn't seem possible, but fate has something extraordinary in store.
I gave him three rules. Three impossible rules. 1) I don’t want you to know my real name. 2) We’re never going to meet in person. 3) You don’t get to be my Prince Charming. When I woke up in the hospital,
fatherless and blind, falling in love was my last priority. No, I had to figure out how to live again. And deal with my heinous aunt. Plus her two daughters, aka the Terrible Two. But then I got my first letter from
Jett. He shouldn’t want anything to do with me – a relationship would cost him too much. But he keeps trying to tell me that some rules are meant to be broken. The only problem with our rules? They exist for
a reason. Start reading Sincerely Cinderella today to learn what happens when fate meets reality. Fans of The Sun is Also a Star by Nicola Yoon and Cinder & Ella by Kelly Oram will devour this young adult
romance that will leave your heart pounding, your eyes watering, and butterflies dancing in your stomach. Or at least believing in happily ever after.
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This stunning boxed set makes a perfect gift and includes Nicola Yoon's #1 New York Times bestsellers, EVERYTHING, EVERYTHING and THE SUN IS ALSO A STAR, both of which are now major motion
pictures! Maddy and Olly. Natasha and Daniel. Two captivating love stories from Nicola Yoon are paired for the first time in this collectible boxed set, which includes hardcover editions of Everything,
Everything, a #1 New York Times bestseller, and The Sun Is Also a Star, a #1 New York Times bestseller and National Book Award Finalist, in a custom-designed case. In Everything, Everything, Maddy is a
girl who's literally allergic to the outside world, and Olly is the boy who moves in next door . . . and becomes the greatest risk she's ever taken. In The Sun Is Also a Star, Natasha and Daniel are brought
together just when it seems like the universe is sending them in opposite directions. Falling in love doesn't seem possible, but fate has something extraordinary in store. Praise for Everything, Everything:
"Gorgeous and lyrical." --The New York Times Book Review "[A] fresh, moving debut."--Entertainment Weekly, A- "YA book lovers, your newest obsession is here."--MTV.com Praise for The Sun Is Also a
Star: "Beautifully crafted."--People Magazine "Fans of Yoon's first novel, Everything Everything, will find much to love--if not, more--in what is easily an even stronger follow up." --Entertainment Weekly
"Transcends the limits of YA as a human story about falling in love and seeking out our futures." --POPSUGAR.com
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Taking a genre approach, this overview of young adult literature shows new librarians and library science students the criteria to use for selecting quality books, including recommended titles. • Provides
unbiased, authoritative guidance for finding recommended classic and recent titles by genre • Presents an excellent introduction to the field of young adult literature for undergraduate and graduate students
who intend to be public or school librarians and for librarians who are new to working with young adults • Focuses on timely topics such as diverse books, LGBTQ+ selections, the role of book formats, and
the relevance of librarians serving teen populations • Provides updated information on audio and e-books, accessible books, and graphic novels • Shows how YALSA and AASL standards and competencies
can be demonstrated
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The Sun is Also a Star by Nicola Yoon: Conversation Starters Natasha has 24 hours to prevent her and her family's deportation to Jamaica. Daniel bumps into her several times on his way to a Yale interview
in obedience to his Korean parents' wish for him to take medicine. He thinks the two of the are fated to be together and tries to convince Natasha who can only believe in anything that is scientifically proven.
Will she fall in love with Daniel? What happens to the two them as Natasha is soon to be deported? The Sun is Also A Star is the second young adult novel of #1 New York Times bestselling author Nicola
Yoon. It is winner of the 2017 Michael J. Printz Honor. A Brief Look Inside: EVERY GOOD BOOK CONTAINS A WORLD FAR DEEPER than the surface of its pages. The characters and their world come
alive, and the characters and its world still live on. Conversation Starters is peppered with questions designed to bring us beneath the surface of the page and invite us into the world that lives on. These
questions can be used to... Create Hours of Conversation: - Promote an atmosphere of discussion for groups - Foster a deeper understanding of the book - Assist in the study of the book, either individually or
corporately - Explore unseen realms of the book as never seen before Disclaimer: This book you are about to enjoy is an independent resource meant to supplement the original book. If you have not yet read
the original book, we encourage you to before purchasing this unofficial Conversation Starters.
The Sun Is Also a Star Movie Tie-In EditionEmber
Risk everything . . . for love with this #1 New York Times bestseller. What if you couldn’t touch anything in the outside world? Never breathe in the fresh air, feel the sun warm your face . . . or kiss the boy
next door? In Everything, Everything, Maddy is a girl who’s literally allergic to the outside world, and Olly is the boy who moves in next door . . . and becomes the greatest risk she’s ever taken. My disease is
as rare as it is famous. Basically, I’m allergic to the world. I don’t leave my house, have not left my house in seventeen years. The only people I ever see are my mom and my nurse, Carla. But then one day,
a moving truck arrives next door. I look out my window, and I see him. He's tall, lean and wearing all black—black T-shirt, black jeans, black sneakers, and a black knit cap that covers his hair completely. He
catches me looking and stares at me. I stare right back. His name is Olly. Maybe we can’t predict the future, but we can predict some things. For example, I am certainly going to fall in love with Olly. It’s
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almost certainly going to be a disaster. Everything, Everything will make you laugh, cry, and feel everything in between. It's an innovative, inspiring, and heartbreakingly romantic debut novel that unfolds via
vignettes, diary entries, illustrations, and more. And don’t miss Nicola Yoon's The Sun Is Also A Star, the #1 New York Times bestseller in which two teens are brought together just when it seems like the
universe is sending them in opposite directions.
This two-book e-bundle includes Nicola Yoon's #1 New York Times bestsellers, EVERYTHING, EVERYTHING and THE SUN IS ALSO A STAR. Everything, Everything is now a motion picture starring
Amandla Stenberg and Nick Robinson, and the film of The Sun Is Also a Star is coming to theaters in May 2019! Maddy and Olly. Natasha and Daniel. This e-book collection contains Nicola Yoon's two
captivating love stories: Everything, Everything, a #1 New York Times bestseller, and The Sun Is Also a Star, a #1 New York Times bestseller, National Book Award Finalist, and Printz Honor Book. In
Everything, Everything, Maddy is a girl who's literally allergic to the outside world, and Olly is the boy who moves in next door . . . and becomes the greatest risk she's ever taken. In The Sun Is Also a Star,
Natasha and Daniel are brought together just when it seems like the universe is sending them in opposite directions. Falling in love doesn't seem possible, but fate has something extraordinary in store. Praise
for Everything, Everything: "Gorgeous and lyrical." --The New York Times Book Review "[A] fresh, moving debut."--Entertainment Weekly, A- "YA book lovers, your newest obsession is here."--MTV.com
Praise for The Sun Is Also a Star: "Beautifully crafted."--People Magazine "Fans of Yoon's first novel, Everything Everything, will find much to love--if not, more--in what is easily an even stronger follow up."
--Entertainment Weekly "Transcends the limits of YA as a human story about falling in love and seeking out our futures." --POPSUGAR.com
The #1 New York Times bestseller and National Book Award Finalist from the author of Everything, Everything is soon to be a major motion picture starring Yara Shahidi and Charles Melton! This hardcover
movie tie-in edition features key movie cover art and a photo insert. Natasha: I'm a girl who believes in science and facts. Not fate. Not destiny. Or dreams that will never come true. I'm definitely not the kind
of girl who meets a cute boy on a crowded New York City street and falls in love with him. Not when my family is twelve hours away from being deported to Jamaica. Falling in love with him won't be my story.
Daniel: I've always been the good son, the good student, living up to my parents' high expectations. Never the poet. Or the dreamer. But when I see her, I forget about all that. Something about Natasha
makes me think that fate has something much more extraordinary in store--for both of us. The Universe: Every moment in our lives has brought us to this single moment. A million futures lie before us. Which
one will come true? *** The #1 New York Times Bestseller A National Book Award Finalist A 2017 Michael L. Printz Honor Book A New York Times Notable Book A BuzzFeed Best YA Book of the Year A
POPSUGAR Best Book of the Year A Publishers Weekly Best Book of the Year A Kirkus Reviews Best Book of the Year A Booklist Editor's Choice A New York Public Library Best Book for Teens Recipient
of the John Steptoe New Talent Award A Walter Award Honor Book "Beautifully crafted." --People "A book that is very much about the many factors that affect falling in love, as much as it is about the very act
itself. . . . Fans of Yoon's first novel, Everything Everything, will find much to love--if not, more--in what is easily an even stronger follow up." --Entertainment Weekly "Transcends the limits of YA as a human
story about falling in love and seeking out our futures." --POPSUGAR.com
Traditional Chinese edition of the New York Times bestseller All the bright places by Jennifer Niven. A must read teen novel about two high school kids who are marginalized, both fragile, broken, depressed,
yet passionately want to live. The book is soon to be a major motion picture starring Elle Fanning. In Traditional Chinese. Annotation copyright Tsai Fong Books, Inc. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
The perfect gift for the holidays, this stunning boxed set includes Nicola Yoon's #1 New York Times bestsellers, EVERYTHING, EVERYTHING and THE SUN IS ALSO A STAR. Everything, Everything is now
a motion picture starring Amandla Stenberg and Nick Robinson, and the film of The Sun Is Also a Star is coming to theaters in May 2019! Maddy and Olly. Natasha and Daniel. Two captivating love stories
from Nicola Yoon are paired for the first time in this collectible boxed set, which includes hardcover editions of Everything, Everything, a #1 New York Times bestseller, and The Sun Is Also a Star, a #1 New
York Times bestseller and National Book Award Finalist, in a custom-designed case. In Everything, Everything, Maddy is a girl who's literally allergic to the outside world, and Olly is the boy who moves in
next door . . . and becomes the greatest risk she's ever taken. In The Sun Is Also a Star, Natasha and Daniel are brought together just when it seems like the universe is sending them in opposite directions.
Falling in love doesn't seem possible, but fate has something extraordinary in store. Praise for Everything, Everything: "Gorgeous and lyrical." --The New York Times Book Review "[A] fresh, moving
debut."--Entertainment Weekly, A- "YA book lovers, your newest obsession is here."--MTV.com Praise for The Sun Is Also a Star: "Beautifully crafted."--People Magazine "Fans of Yoon's first novel,
Everything Everything, will find much to love--if not, more--in what is easily an even stronger follow up." --Entertainment Weekly "Transcends the limits of YA as a human story about falling in love and seeking
out our futures." --POPSUGAR.com
???????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????……????? ????37??????25????? ?????????????????????? ?????????????????????? ???????????????????????? 13???????????????
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??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????……
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????13??????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????35?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??3??? ??1
??????????????????? ??2 ??????????????????? ??3 ???????????????????? ?????????? 1. ??10-15???????????? 2. ?????????????????? 3. ?????????????????? 4. ?????????????????? ???? ?
2016????????????? ? 2016??????????????? ? 2017??ALA??????????? ? 2016?????????? ? 2017?????????? ??????? ???????????????????????????????????????——?????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????——???????????????????? ?????????????????????????????? ——?????????????????????•??? M. G.
??????????????????????????——???????????????? ????????????????????????——?????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????? ——???????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????——????????? ??????????????????????????????????????Roald Dahl??????????Lemony
Snicket????101?????????????——??YABC???????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????——??Bookbag??? ????????????????????????????——?????????????
???????????????????????????——????????????? ?????????????????????——??????????????? ???????????????——??????????? ????????????????????????????????????????——WRD??
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????——???????? ???????????
Fans of Girl, Interrupted, Thirteen Reasons Why, and All the Bright Places will love this New York Times bestseller. "A haunting, beautiful, and necessary book that will stay with you long after you've read the
last page."—Nicola Yoon, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Everything, Everything and The Sun Is Also a Star Charlotte Davis is in pieces. At seventeen she’s already lost more than most people do in
a lifetime. But she’s learned how to forget. The broken glass washes away the sorrow until there is nothing but calm. You don’t have to think about your father and the river. Your best friend, who is gone
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forever. Or your mother, who has nothing left to give you. Every new scar hardens Charlie’s heart just a little more, yet it still hurts so much. It hurts enough to not care anymore, which is sometimes what has
to happen before you can find your way back from the edge. A deeply moving portrait of a girl in a world that owes her nothing, and has taken so much, and the journey she undergoes to put herself back
together. Kathleen Glasgow's debut is heartbreakingly real and unflinchingly honest. It’s a story you won’t be able to look away from. “Girl, Interrupted meets Speak.”—Refinery29 “A dark yet powerful
read.”—Paste Magazine “One of the most affecting novels we have read.”—Goop “Breathtaking and beautifully written.”—Bustle “Intimate and gritty.”—The Irish Times And don’t miss Kathleen Glasgow's
newest novel How to Make Friends with the Dark, which Karen M. McManus, the New York Times bestselling author of One of Us Is Lying, calls "rare and powerful."
“Utterly charming and thoughtful.” —Nicola Yoon, the New York Times bestselling author of Everything, Everything and The Sun is Also a Star “A refreshing novel about friendship and romance that defies
cliché, Never Always Sometimes will win readers over with its hilarious musings and universal truths.” -Adam Silvera, the New York Times bestselling author of They Both Die at the End and What If It’s Us
Rule #10: Never date your best friend. Well, some rules are meant to be broken. Best friends Dave and Julia have spent their high school years living by their carefully crafted Never List — a list of rules they
created to make sure they never become high school clichés. But as graduation approaches, Dave is shocked when Julia decides that they should now do everything on the list, from skinny dipping (Rule #6)
to road-tripping (Rule #9). But what happens when Julia finds out that Dave has been breaking Rule #8 (never pine silently for someone for the entirety of high school) for years? Can their friendship survive
the ultimate cliché and turn into something…more? From the acclaimed author of Let’s Get Lost and North of Happy, comes a story of what can happen in those final days of high school, when you let go of
who you are and take a chance on who you might be.

?????????????Anonymous Content?????? ????????????? ?????????????BL?? ????????????Becky Albertalli?????????Adam
Silvera???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????……
????????????? ??????? ??????? ??????? ???????? ?2018??????????????? ?2018?Bustle????YA?? ?2018?Paste Magazine????YA?? ?2018????????????????????? ?Indiebound
??????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????YA????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????
Traditional Chinese edition of Paper Towns by John Green, a science fiction thriller. In Traditional Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
The #1 New York Times bestseller and National Book Award Finalist from the author of Everything, Everything is soon to be a major motion picture starring Yara Shahidi and Charles Melton!
This hardcover movie tie-in edition features key movie cover art and a photo insert. Natasha: I'm a girl who believes in science and facts. Not fate. Not destiny. Or dreams that will never come
true. I'm definitely not the kind of girl who meets a cute boy on a crowded New York City street and falls in love with him. Not when my family is twelve hours away from being deported to
Jamaica. Falling in love with him won't be my story. Daniel: I've always been the good son, the good student, living up to my parents' high expectations. Never the poet. Or the dreamer. But
when I see her, I forget about all that. Something about Natasha makes me think that fate has something much more extraordinary in store--for both of us. The Universe: Every moment in our
lives has brought us to this single moment. A million futures lie before us. Which one will come true? The #1 New York Times Bestseller A National Book Award Finalist A Michael L. Printz
Honor Book A New York Times Notable Book A BuzzFeed Best YA Book of the Year A POPSUGAR Best Book of the Year A Publishers Weekly Best Book of the Year A Kirkus Reviews Best
Book of the Year A Booklist Editors' Choice A New York Public Library Best Book for Teens Recipient of the John Steptoe New Talent Award A Walter Award Honor Book
"What to Say Next reminds readers that hope can be found in unexpected places." –Bustle From the New York Times bestselling author of Tell Me Three Things comes a story about two
struggling teenagers who find an unexpected connection just when they need it most. Nicola Yoon, the bestselling author of Everything, Everything, calls it "charming, funny, and deeply
affecting." Sometimes a new perspective is all that is needed to make sense of the world. KIT: I don’t know why I decide not to sit with Annie and Violet at lunch. It feels like no one here gets
what I’m going through. How could they? I don’t even understand. DAVID: In the 622 days I’ve attended Mapleview High, Kit Lowell is the first person to sit at my lunch table. I mean, I’ve
never once sat with someone until now. “So your dad is dead,” I say to Kit, because this is a fact I’ve recently learned about her. When an unlikely friendship is sparked between relatively
popular Kit Lowell and socially isolated David Drucker, everyone is surprised, most of all Kit and David. Kit appreciates David’s blunt honesty—in fact, she finds it bizarrely refreshing. David
welcomes Kit’s attention and her inquisitive nature. When she asks for his help figuring out the how and why of her dad’s tragic car accident, David is all in. But neither of them can predict
what they’ll find. Can their friendship survive the truth? Named a Best Young Adult Novel of the Year by POPSUGAR “Charming, funny, and deeply affecting all at the same time.” –Nicola
Yoon, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Everything, Everything and The Sun Is Also a Star “Heartfelt, charming, deep, and real. I love it with all my heart.” –Jennifer Niven, New York
Times bestselling author of All the Bright Places
Six critically acclaimed, bestselling, and award-winning authors bring the glowing warmth and electricity of Black teens in love to this charming, hilarious, and heartwarming novel that shines a
bright light through the dark. A summer heatwave blankets New York City in darkness. But as the city is thrown into confusion, a different kind of electricity sparks… A first meeting. Long-time
friends. Bitter exes. And maybe the beginning of something new. When the lights go out, people reveal hidden truths. Love blossoms, friendship transforms, and new possibilities take flight.
Beloved authors—Dhonielle Clayton, Tiffany D. Jackson, Nic Stone, Angie Thomas, Ashley Woodfolk, and Nicola Yoon—celebrate the beauty of six couples and the unforgettable magic that can
be found on a sweltering starry night in the city.
???????????2021.9.16????? ??????????????????????????? ?????????????????????? ——???????????????????????—— ???????????????????????????????????????????????????——
???????????????? ????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
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????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????…… ???????????????????
??????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????21????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????
????????????13??????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???? ???????Frank Herbert
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????1952???????????????????????????????????1965???????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????? ???? ??
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??? ??????????????????????????????????????????????
Traditional Chinese edition of Bless This Mouse by Lois Lowry. This humorous story is told from the mouse's point of view. Hildegarde, the leader of the church mice at Saint Bartholemew,
with the help of her pack, saves everyone from one disaster after another. In Traditional Chinese. Annotation copyright Tsai Fong Books, Inc. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.

? ?????????????? ? ???????????????????????????????? ? ???????4.6???Goodreads??????15,000?? ? ?????????????????? ??????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????? ??????? ?????????????????????
????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????…… ?????????????????????? ???????????
?????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????
A wonderful new book is coming from Penguin Teen.
?2012?1????????????????????????60??????????? ?2012????????????????????2000????????????????PI???????
????????30???????2014?7/25???????????????????????????500????? ???? ????? ???? ???? ??????? ????? ????? ????? ?????? ????? goodreads??? ???? ?????? ?????……
?????????????2012??????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????? ???????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????…… ???
??????Choyce????????Peter Fu????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????Heero????March?Astraes?MRW????????????????????????Gwai
Tsai?????Swallow?TinaRay??????????????????????Y??????????? ?????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????——???????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????——????????????????? ????????????????????????——??????
??????????——?????? ??????????????????????????????——?????? ???????????????????????——????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????——????????
???????????????????????……???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????——??????? ???????????????——???????
#1 New York Times bestselling author of Everything, Everything and The Sun is Also a Star Nicola Yoon is back with a new and utterly unique romance. 'An endearing, affecting
portrayal of the journey of love. Everything Yoon touches turns to gold... this cinematic supernatural romance will be no exception' Booklist Evie is disillusioned about love ever
since her dad left her mum for another woman - she's even throwing out her beloved romance novel collection. When she's given a copy of a book called Instructions for
Dancing, and follows a note inside to a dilapidated dance studio, she discovers she has a strange and unwelcome gift. When a couple kisses in front of her, she can see their
whole relationship play out - from the moment they first catch each other's eye to the last bitter moments of their break-up. For Evie, it confirms everything she thinks she knows
about love - that it doesn't last. But at the dance studio she meets X - tall, dreadlocked, fascinating - and they start to learn to dance, together. Can X help break the spell that
Evie is under? Can he change Evie's mind about love? 'A story of love's unpredictability and the importance of perspective that unfolds with ease and heart' Publisher's Weekly 'A
remarkable, irresistible love story that will linger long after the reader turns the final page' Kirkus Praise for Nicola Yoon: 'Gorgeous and lyrical' New York Times 'Powerful, lovely,
heart-wrenching' Jennifer Niven 'This extraordinary first novel about love so strong it might kill us is too good to feel like a debut' Jodi Picoult
SuperSummary, a modern alternative to SparkNotes and CliffsNotes, offers high-quality study guides for challenging works of literature. This 59-page guide for "The Sun Is Also
a Star" by Nicola Yoon includes detailed chapter summaries and analysis, as well as several more in-depth sections of expert-written literary analysis. Featured content includes
commentary on major characters, 25 important quotes, essay topics, and key themes like The Multiverse and Alternative Histories and Empathy Through Cross-Cultural
Connection.
“Deeply felt, powerful, devastating and, ultimately, hopeful.” — Nicola Yoon, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Everything, Everything and The Sun Is Also a Star
“Powerful and necessary…an important, timely book.” —Amber Smith, New York Times bestselling author of The Way I Used to Be “A story that belongs in every library.” —School
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Library Journal (starred review) “A thoughtfully crafted argument for feminism and allyship.” —Kirkus Reviews From New York Times bestselling and award-winning author
Brendan Kiely, a stunning novel that explores the insidious nature of tradition at a prestigious boarding school. Prestigious. Powerful. Privileged. This is Fullbrook Academy. Jules
Devereux just wants to keep her head down, avoid distractions, and get into the right college, so she can leave Fullbrook and its old-boy social codes behind. Jamie Baxter feels
like an imposter at Fullbrook, but the hockey scholarship that got him in has given him a chance to escape his past and fulfill the dreams of his parents and coaches, whose
mantra rings in his ears: Don’t disappoint us. As Jules and Jamie’s lives intertwine, and the pressures to play by the rules and to keep the school’s toxic secrets, they are faced
with a powerful choice: remain silent while others get hurt, or stand together against the ugly, sexist traditions of an institution that believes it can do no wrong.
Traditional Chinese edition of A Thousand Pieces of You by Claudia Gray. In Traditional Chinese. Annotation copyright Tsai Fong Books, Inc. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books,
Inc.
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